Nordic Christmas arrives with cute reindeer, snowflakes and cookie hearts! Rendered in traditional Scandinavian colors of deep red, crisp white, shades of gray and a warm, muted brown, the sweet motifs are complimented by a small-scale reproduction print, an elegant heart stripe and a lovely text print.

Wenche Wolff Hatling is a Norwegian quilt designer who lives in the small town of Steinkjer, Norway with her husband and 4 kids (3 daughters-22, 20, and 14 yrs) and 1 son (11 yrs).

Wenche is an architect by education, and worked many years both in public planning and house construction before devoting herself full time to the quilt designing business in 2011.

Northern Quilts started in 2002, when she began designing quilts. It expanded to be a quilt shop business and is now one of Norway’s best known web shops.

Wenche has designed a lot of quilt patterns and stitchery patterns for the Scandinavian market. Her patterns have been published in the Norwegian, Swedish and Danish quilt magazines, European QuiltMania, American Patchwork & Quilting and Australian Homespun. In 2013 she began designing fabrics.

Inspired by Nordic nature and traditions, Wenche tries to combine fun & cute with more graphic shapes.

“To make a quilt is all about having fun, and if my designs can bring a smile to your face, I have succeeded!”

Visit northernquilts.blogspot.com for more from Wenche!
patterns by Northern Quilts

NQ 402 / NQ 402G
Sweetheart  Size: 57” x 77”

NQ 404 / NQ 404G
Calendar Tree Wall Hanging
Size: 24” x 40”

A Nordic fest of light, warmth and happiness...
May Delivery

- 100% Premium Cotton
- 30 Prints

JR’s, LC’s, MC’s and PP’s include two of each of 39702 13, 15, & 16 and 39705.

**NQ 403/ NQ 403G**

Winterrose  Size: 78” x 78”

(Dark red version)

(White version)

(Mud brown version)